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ABSTRACT 0/..

Although both literary study and discourse analysis
examine. texts,and oral discourses, literary study tends to emphasize
the totality of the text while discourse analysis seeks 'to isolate"'
manageable elements and structures to validate hypotheses about

,
mental prObesses.'Interaction-hai recently occurred between the two
'disciplines in "poetics," "structUralisd,ft.and the study of "story
.grammars." DiscouFse analysis can be useful in literary study,,
particularly An the analyhis of literature's mostly unconscious
"codes "the aspect 9f literature studied by the new "poetics."
Discouse analysis delineates the structural elements and the .

relationship between tlem in .various types of discourSe. To judge
the validity' of a given discourse analysis theory, a discourse oust
be seen as a reaction to human experience; and analysis o'c discourse
should be an attempt to explain the relatibnship between the
*discourse and.the experience, relationship is Tait of the
continuum be ween actual warl,.experience, discourse,-and analysis.

might be pe in which the teacher begins with showin4 the structurei
.is an ..app ic teaching.tion'to the teaching. liter&ture, a useful ,method

of whiliple stories" and.builds,te more sophisticajted textsi isolating
elements' to-`'be tsiolt.. (',i F)

er,^ 4,
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!DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND LITERARY STUDY.

Paul J.F. Regnier:

Literary study is essentially.different from disciplines which are,, or pretend
,

- -
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to be, Scientific in method. The:peculiar quality of humanistic disciplines such

as lit i>1115tudy, philosophy, andhistoty is their emphasis on the complexity,t

the interpenetration Of concrete and abstract;- and :even the 'Ultimate epistemblogical

impenetrability of. human eifierierice. This is .true of literary ,study. because of the
: .

:nature Of its, Object. As Lionel Trilling has said:

"' . .literature is the human activity that takes the rullest
. ,

and most precise account*-of valliousness, possibility, complexity,

and difficulty"

,

On the other hand, disciplines using scientific methodology are necessarily reductive

of humin experience, since it is impossible to experiment with and io formulate general

laws about the whole of human experience. Ooth literary study and "discourse. analysis"

. . ,
Study texts and oral discourses, but literary' study'tends to emphasize the totality

i

8,, text or discourte, while' discourse analysis 4seeks to isolate managable elements .4nd
a A

strudtures of the text so that hypotheses abinit the mental processes involved
,

. . .

reading (or 'listening), remembering; andWriting (or speaking) various kinds of diS-

,
courses may be formulate4 and °tested. The two' disciplines, thus, approach d. text .1),F '

. A, -
Nzi---___,, . -

J.
di escours with different goals, methods, and assumptions t ,.. ;

. -

There is and has been, however some intellectual crossover between the *a
. , .

disciplines (as:Shown, e.g., by the ivporlance of Propp to' analysis and the
. ,

GramWr of Stories1)f Gerald- Ptince aliterrary'th'eorist). This ctossovet is connected

. , :

intellectually and, .'3.11. stone case in the same_person, with the new "yoetics in literati%

\fa theory and especially with "StruCturalist thinking. This paper will consider the value,
-,

.1

and the limitations fof aiteiary study, of some of tbe concepts and techniques of dis-
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all of the following:

educible 'world" Xn-itself. I use MiChael McCanles definition

'rid" is, "an area with its own logicalV stipulated horizons,
. .

pl us it-SrOwn coherent concerns that fill ',out this areas.define it, an

threby, render it irreduible to any. other 'World' 'likewise defined." f

("I'lle Literal and .t,tie MetalkhoriCa Dialectic orinterChange," 'PMLA - -7

",...
,

Nrcil.' 91,-1141.. 2, Marc;,/ ).06 p 282)
,

. ,

Anorganization-which selects: items from the World .and.oiders: them for
.

1---

, is "-,..,!,

st.

a imp se. ;This purpose is often a iftguous and elusive:and s ,probab . .

.

, . 'P

'

s .
s p

i

.
.

seldom completely conscious on the part'of the writer, sa .

3. A prdduct of iniltherable (nostly.unconsCiOils) soci sychoIogica

.liteiary, linguistic, etc. code's.,

The - third 'of these aspects is potentially the most reducible;aild is that aspec.t
.
...

, .

, literature to whiCh the new "Poetics is devoted. Ale terms Of th'is,.bekt:PoeticS

have been .variously described. Jonathan Culler points to Roland Barthes' .'definition %

of the task of Poetics as *king, "explicit. the-bddrlying system which: inakesliter-

elA ' 1!

ary 'effects possible." (Structuralist Poetics, ip. ' 118) Most literary theoriits4in
, .

. ,

'/// this Structuraligt mode concentrate on identifying the 'system: or the -series of Codes,
. .

/. ., ---- ,. 9 7' ' .11! ...., ---':1 r s .
Within whacn literature.operates rather. than 'in expligitly derining a- work 9r litera-,

,
,

,
, ,)

4 .
I, ' .

'. ture in terms of such.a code. Even in 5/Z;,.which is'a sentence -by -sente1 analysis ,k

, .
C '. \ "*"..d. . _.../

, ta

in- terns/ of five "codes " of a particular literary text, Bdithes .continually, point's.' '':..",-.
- )

lie
y.

, v Mt t44 t 4 "the meaning' of a text cdh be nothing buts the plurality, of system,. its

infinite (circular) #anscribability' : one system tr;nscribei ano ° but recip-
i

,r6callY ;as well. with .regard to the text, there is -no,'primar4
/ , . ,/

language." (Richard Miller's trthslation, p, in) -NotiCe



the "infinity" f codes and Of aspeCts of me
.

t may he dismissed by some (especially by those

st ) as trivial or as .an' aspect only of 'elite

st literary critics f . rly sharp distinction: between
11',, ,,
i era discoUrses (sometimes, to the point 'of. arguing about the son-

/ ') ,, , -,,

literariness "` - nOnfictiOnal texts) .g., 13urton Pike's
;%. r .

oemention my. pdpen litera nonficcion). -1 ihaintain that the meaning

sciiiirse is '.'infinitely trans ribabtlq".' liut, that the conventions. which
i 1, , ' ..

/0, , -. , '

ern 'id 'diScOurse iimit the ways in which it does, -in fact mean. As rCulle

,:.;\ says ,
P

Poetics , we d, '.'reformulate as conventions of literature
\ .

and,0 X',4107O0, of reading what others ght think'of as' facts about various literdry'

es -a -disto iterarfu'aS Well as w t make's' one "realistic"

the which 'it is (read or,heard. Culler illustrates

hort news story a lyrie'POeq:, (ArUCturalist Poetics, p.. 161)
'

*ytonv tio4," as;ise he is .that expectation. on the iart etof the reiver (which is

ssumeCl..by the st3de bout the kind of meaning he can expect from, the discourse.

This .expectation lj.ma is the' codes 'which the receiver applies
I.! .and, thus', limitS the e ;.of meaning 'derived from the discourse. Potentially,

.,
howeVer, y more' cod may be applied_ to a.discourse than actually are.

1 &
bri "etymologi 1" code .could be applied. to any discourse; ,adding

.

to every word, or. all o the dead inetaphors, with which.English is so especially
f ,;\I

rife', could4be called up Or a shop ing list could become.a revelation 'about A

partifahar aonsticity'o . a, paean, :the kitchen or to the supermarket.' The inter-
,

'

Pretation'ofa.discourse Whether literary" 'or "nonliterary"' - involves, at least,

the placing ofmthe diScou Se's eleMents within the conventions by which the dis.

cdtir is limited. AbViOiisly; at least some' of \these conventions must be shared by

oducer and the-reCeiVer of. t e discourse sand st:Of these conventions. are

-sharied by the gene society and or by subgroups ithin the society. The (conveStional)
I



se of .the. rimits"-the-extent to which the plurality of the "codes" or
.

associati on. afe realized, i!h filiaIl;r produced meaning.

iSCourse designated "literature" operates within conventions,:asdoes any

se, but its conventions are less limiting and it is.oneof the conventi.ons
4

(

t; "literature.continnally

more -readily break the cOnventiOns

ineS, parodies, aild escapes anything

uThich threaten$:tn,becoMe a rigid code or expp.ci -rules for interpretation:" (culler,

; .

iterdinand de Sautsure Penguin, 1976, p. 114) The-

e goes,back to item #2 on my list ,of what literature is7. ' One ,of. the purposes of

ry woTk,of "Ilteratuce" (and.this applies to any, discourse perceived within the

general convention Of "lerature") i,s to "Make account variOuness; possibility
I

, . . I ) '
complexity,\ and diffifulty," as Trilling said.. k

1

-

, Discour§e analys\..is attempts to delineate thesstrOctural elemets and the relation-
.,! , \

.4.

ships among those` leMents in discourses of various' kinds., It as umes that the conven-
- .,

._.-

ions vhic1 govern I Courses re discoverable, analyzable, and p edictable. . HypOthese

eason for this qnality of litera-

i

OUtAhese conVentlons,and!cthe'r interrelationships are subject o experiMent. Most.,
r.:.: ;-.

p. gramthara"-W,h.have been Promulgated have been

\
jf.nOt,,all ,::of.heave ed, :"eventg".aa their essential

lotl structure"a.the'essen ial relationship among the el

7 .. , 4i

rs of-narrative and':

elements and some kind

, .

nts.; AS Barbara A

ondarSaysh6wb er l'Whatever he variations of content, sty e, and diction--and

these/often.see to vary widely- e underlying plot, structure

(PTrkihs and Leo6ar.,.p. 189). The obviouS question

is:

and--

"What about the 'content,, sty e, and ,diction,'

//
onies1.and ihythms. and myths?' The disrourSe

'

not to men

analyst m

run experiments on the effectof al of.thOse thiIs on di
. . ,

vince a shared set. of

to th literary the:Iris

t .

ion the -- themes and tropes

.

t -answer that- o* cannot
I

dtption or production of a

disCourse, and-that may be true ,Which brings lit back'i6 the diflerences between humanis-

and scientific -apptoaches t¢ ,dis nurse and 'to Trilling's comment about\ the nature of

4.



;

To the extent to which, e'stoil grammar" defines .the basic,plot structure of
r.

-

a type of disCourse, it -sets:a.basis,against and around whichrotheiNodes' an be
,

seen to) operaie.\\As I-indicated arlier, however, it is at best an opin question

whether plot structure -.or any other particular structure.- ought to be see as

the:Usic" c of:a discourse.. Presently, it appears that digcourse anal sts

''

(e,g,,' Prince, Todoroy) have yet to find an h othesis

' ) .

which will adequate expla4h what is being definei, what its elemehts are, and the'
, .

.hecessary,structures of those eletents for comprehension and production. A "simple

and other storifi.Frammari

Story" isariously defined, usually by the number, type, and order of eventsin if,

L,

but, for instance, by Mandler and Johnson, "by the fact that it has a'single protagonist,

in each episod 114)' The type and order of events in a story are varied in'recall

experiments to how that certain Structures make stories easier to,recall and, generally,

that the structure-o s,. rather than, for instance,,their nomenclature or meaning,

govern stories' abiliti be ttMeMbered. The "meaning" of a narrative is reduced to

a summaryof events and their structure and other elements are relegated
.11

to the limits

N!surface deta so that-Kintsch and vanDyk can talk of, "increasing the complexity'

f thesurface form while leaving the underlying meaning intact," (Kintsch.and van Eyk,

371) and Rumelhatt feels that, "it is possible to pick out what is important in

conke&e'd-discourse and summarize it without seriously, altering. theimeaning of the dis-

course."' (RumelhaFt, p. .226)
.

1

. .
k..

The seductiveness of this type of.analysis is obvious. It ignores ,the fact that a

, .

discourse. 's a product of an"a language and a world full of ambiguity and uncertainty",

(Collins, arnbck, etc. ih Bobrow and Collins, p. 383)." Nevertheless, it may tell.us

something aboa how one aspect of discourse is comprehended. Itseems,especiallY
.

applicable to siories-frot oral cultures, and one would like, to see some comparison,,
, .

for iJns once, betweeh "story grammar" models and the descriptions Of "oral performance"

1-

Loin.'A'B. .rd's The Singer of Tales. At the same time', stories from oral-cultures can
..

. . .,
,.

ilatcd 'by this model .of plot summary. The most obvious` example in the ,discourse

-.,



analysi4 literature is the use of the North American folk-tale "The War of the Ghosts"

.
., .

origiirly cited by F.C. Bartlett. Bartlett used, this story for some of his earliest
. .

experiments becaus
\e

it cbmes frdm a culture, "exceedingly different from those of my

subjects," and he wanted, "to seAaw edu ed and rather sophisticated subjects would

'deal-with (its) lack of obvious rational order." (p. 69) I am $andingslt a copy of
4 , .

this story for thosewho are unfamiliar with it. Bartlett fbund that his, subjects

(literate and with.Western educations) tended to eliminate supernatural elements and

to add details not present in the orginal setting in, order to "satisfyingly" deal

With the material. Mandler a d Johnson agree with Bartlett that, the story is "ill-

formed," though theadthit that, "some of its obscurity derives from the conventions

familiar to its intended audience but foreign to our, culture." (p. 135) Its

relationship to the culture of-its derivation is, however, somewhat obscure. It may

be that the "events" of the story would be more causally/elated to-the culture of

its origin, bUt, in any case, what' makes the story "interesting" to me is the extent

to which it violates expectatibns of causal relationships. In many cases, it M;ght

be thes violations which one would remember about it. (just as the reiterated causal

relationship between the events in "The OldFarmer- and Hip-Stubborn Animals"

rrhorndyke, pp. ,105 -10] is memorable.) Bartlett refers,to these violations as

,

of l'style" and concludes that, "stYle seems to be one ofoPe factors which are
4

extremely readily responded to,.but extremely rarely reprOduced with any.fidelity."

ects

(Baillett p. 81) This apparent importance of the causal structure of events and-,

apparent lack of importance of other,elements to the-recall of stories eyoldshes

the bias of-diseorse analysis. But one mightuestion experiments usi stories from

4oral cultures.on -subjects who aveducated in reading cultures in which one go back
. _

.to a text. Also,,what does "recall" mean to the subjects of the, experiment? If style

is "readily responded to," what is its function in the = comprehension of the discOurse?

:Discoutse analys/g, if it.is to deal with discourses as wholes, must recognize
. ,

that what, may seem, to Mandler andJohnson, to be "trivial details' (p. 142) maybe

1 .4



.,.

.significant elements
s..0!

inthe total comprehension of the discourse. Every "literary"

discourse (and, as 1 pointid out above, the distinction between literary and nonliterary

.

is not clear-cut) is partially structured through codes or systems which consist of

seemingly "trival detail's" (e.g., names, colors
'

-images of fluidity or stasis). The

'meanine'of a discotrse may depend, partidIM on a purposeful, ambiguity (c.f.,

Empson) achieved through any of a number of means,. including lack of specificity or

causal cOnnection-(e.g., 'The War of the Ghosts").

In order .to judge the validity of a given discourse adalysi theory, a "discourse

must be'seen as a reaction to human experience, and analysiS o istourse should be

an attempt to explaili the relationship'between the disFourse and the
2
experience. This

.relationship is part of the following continuum:

1. Actual. World (infinite detail)

2; limanExpierience (Much,detailoi-ganized by:social/cultural t

convention)

3. Discour e (a.' selected detail; b. organized_against a round'

of sociaa1 cultural E1 literary convention for; c. a purpose)

4. Analysis (deli -is of the discourse' organized according to the
theories of the analyst)

The theories and systems of the analyst should be as
-4

sophisticated. as 'possible so as not.

.to unnecessarily oversiliplify'tither the conventions or the organization of the

details. TO the extent that it does oversimplOy these, it 4s;orts the relationship

betvieen the discourse and.the experience'
f

.
,

. ' ..,- .

By ignoring practically all elements of discourse except Vorents
,,
and their struc-

ture in plot, the models of discourse analysis so far produced have generally iihoTed

ambiguity and nuance and have discounted "stylistic" elements as aspects of "ill-formed-

ness."' An integration of these other eements into discourse analysis theory will Make

that theory more sophisticated and allow it to 'explain more complex relationships

between discourse and experience. Barbara Leondar's "Hatching_ Plots: Genesis of Story-
,

making" is an effort in. this direclion.' The theories of J.L. Austin and Kenneth Burke

might,offer discoutse analysts some insights' into the relationship between experience



4 w44

We are left With the question of whether and hoW discourse analysis can be useful

,to literarytheory and to'literary study in general.' I have,consideredtheoretical

relationships between the-two Aisciplines;'but perhaps the most significant use of,
1/ +

story grammars in literary' gtudy is in pedogogy. Schools; have often introduced students ,

to literary works 'from themostcomplex.level, the level of the'"itreducible world:"
t

k ..

Students often dogiot know how to read-complex literary texts, because they have never
.

; -

been specifically taughtthe necessary skills.
, ,

reductioAof the "irredUcible'whoib" violates

,One position 'on this question is that

the work, and 'there is truth to fhis, but

_

literary education which'begins With showing the structure, of "simple 'stories' and Minds

to more sophisticated texts-al isolate elements to be taught and undeistood/so that

both teacher and studen
440

know what has been learned and what needs to b learned.

Forinstance., a stu nb could be initially introduced t

Coricepts 'f..events, episodes, setting, states; acts, spatial

and both analyze and produce stories using these concepts. Th

'which gov rn the application 'of organizational principles to su

the "discour4'analysis"
J(-

jd temporal-order, etc.

-discourie as fary tal

adVertiSem hts) intro es-the concepts of literary convention and g
0. ,. .

allow*, in §tigation of the Ways that particular'disCaurses play, on th

dea of "schemata"

'different types of

s, and k'clkrbs (and newspaper stori recipes and

. This would

expectationS

of their golle

. _
.

, .

ing schemata. Students. can become aware of. the inferences-which they
.

-t..11Higrilvitie.1.n.order to make sense,of a discourse -ana;;.thus4 of the "scripts" (Shank
, . .

(', , '
.. ,-

-,

Vii, 204) 'which they uge (or do not have) for corineiting discourses with thei'experiences .

.

The model of. discourse analySis'used'for this training-must, howRyer, be sophisticated
4

enough to include'styliic elements: It'must also account for systems, of organization',
.4-11

besides plot and beyond spatialtemporallor causal connection among elements.
/

fConsidel-ation of schemata arkkyf scripts will lead to investigation Of social-and '

psychological codes.' Such a course of.literary*ducationyail concentrate only on the
,

level pf. separate codes, but, by providinga proceSS for analysiS,'it should make possible.

la er concentration on synthesis and nuance.


